
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
RESULTS FROM LAS VEGAS 

   
The bigger crowds from the past seemed to return to Las Vegas 
for the World of Concrete show last month.  The aisles were full 
(most of the time), and as an exhibitor, it’s always nice to be 
busy!  Here are the official numbers: 

 
60,110 registered attendees 
 
1,523 exhibitors 
 
743,889 square feet of exhibits 
 
The following quote, and an interesting 
observation, was found in the World of Concrete 
Daily News – Post Show issue:  “…I am amazed 
by the diversity everywhere at WOC.  From the 
people in fine Italian suits to the folks wearing 
faded jeans and worn-out work boots, from the 
18 to 81 year olds, and to the obvious 
multiculturalism where people from across the 
globe converge in turbans, cowboy hats, or flat-
billed baseball caps, WOC clearly represents 
everyone who is interested in concrete.” 

 
  

AFTER WINNING THE SUPER BOWL, DID I HEAR PEYTON MANNING SAY: 
 

“I’M GOING TO BAUMA NEXT MONTH!” 
 
OK, probably not. But as we have said before, it’s almost as big as Disneyland.  And, like Disneyland, you can’t see 
it all in one day.   If you are in the construction industry, #1 on your bucket list should be to attend the BAUMA 
Show in Munich, Germany.  It is every three years, and 2016 is time – and it’s next month:  April 11 – 17. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   BAUMA - 146 ACRES OF FUN (exhibit space)      DISNEYLAND – 160 ACRES OF FUN 
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MORE ON BAUMA 2016 
 
 
 
E-Z Drill is excited to be a part of Bauma again this year  At right is 
a map with an arrow pointing to our location.   We are in the USA 
Pavilion in Building C4.   
 
Our official booth number is: C4. Stand 615/A 
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“USED” DRILLS AVAILABLE 

 
 

 
 
 
MODEL 210B SRA     s/n:  AC-5087 
 
 
 
We don’t have many “used” drills available right now – they are just too darn 
popular to keep around!  But keep checking back with us, and especially the 
“USED EQUIPMENT” page on our website, as this can change daily. 
 

                                   
CONGRESS PASSES “FAST ACT” 

                             
As I’m sure most of you know, Congress finally passed a five-year funding mechanism that is intended to improve 
the nation’s surface transportation infrastructure.  It doesn’t have everything we wanted or need – what legislation 
does – but it should give our paving industry a much needed boost, and a little bit of stability for the next five years.   
 
 

BEFORE YOU START USING YOUR DRILLS AFTER SITTING ALL WINTER 
 

 Make sure you have rock drill oil in the oilers 
 Grease all grease points 
 Make sure all tires are properly inflated (if they are not foam-filled) 
 Install the proper sized bushing to fit the drill bit to be used 
 Check all hose connections 
 Check all nuts and bolts for tightness 
 Replace any cracked, weathered, or leaking hoses and fittings 
 Blow out main air hose from the compressor before hooking up to the E-Z Drill 

 
DID YOU KNOW?     In 1935, Jesse Owens set six track and field records in less than an hour. (Man, he did 
everything fast!) 
 
Questions or comments?  Email us at sales@ezdrill.com, or call 1-800-272-0121 (International: +1 405-372-0121)  
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